East Sussex District
Association
A CAMPING COMMUNITY

Roger’s RAMBLINGS
It doesn’t need me to tell you that 2020 has been a disastrous year not only for us as campers
but for the world in general. Now finally we have been given the go-ahead to resume our
activities. Hopefully we can at least enjoy what we have left of this year.
The Club and other like-minded organisations have issued a set of guidelines as agreed with
the Government enabling us to get back to what we enjoy most. These must be adhered to if
we are going to get any camping at all, in the main they are basically common sense. In order
to comply with them we have to make some changes
to ensure that everyone stays safe, while still being able to enjoy a w/e break. Please watch out for
any extra signs and follow the advice given to you by the stewards on social distancing.
You will need to bring your own hand sanitiser, masks, gloves, wipes & cleaning items for use at the
water tap, Elson point and the rubbish bins at Wylands .
On arrival please stay in your vehicle, a steward will approach you and direct you to your pitch,
No day visitors will be allowed on site.
The fee is payable by cheque or cash only, the correct money would be appreciated.

Joan and Colin have worked hard together with their merry band of helpers, putting in place the
necessary rules and advice notes to enable the pop up campsite at Wylands International Angling
Centre, Battle TN33 0SU to go ahead from 12.00pm on 1st August to 12.00pm on 1st Sept.

If

you are planning to camp at here, please contact Colin or Joan in advance on 07753 961546 or
07774 880005

Your Site Secretary (!!!) has managed to arrange some week-end meets for the remainder of 2020,
we can now look forward to camping again. However, this is your D.A, run for your benefit, because
we have not met so far this year and the AGM was cancelled, we do not have any stewards in
waiting. Harry and Yvonne are covering White House Farm. Stewards are required for the other two.
Volunteers please contact me, see details below.

The confirmed meets are:
White House Farm, Uckfield

4 - 6 Sept. £9 pun

Sussex Farm, Partridge Green 2 - 4 Oct.

£9 pun

Roy Hill Wood, Blackboys 23 - 25 Oct. £9 pun

We are awaiting a decision from Seaford Head School management regarding our Christmas Party
and hope for an answer early in October.

If you are planning to camp with us you are requested to let me know in advance, by phone or email.
01273 514998. 07765 769270. rogerwynn71@ gmail.com
We managed 3 nights at Normans Bay in March before lockdown. Like everyone else we have been
contained ever since. We have managed 2 long weekends at Cobbs Hill and now REALLY looking
forward to 2 weeks at Wylands Lakes. Dawn and Richard Hart

ESCAPE FROM SPAIN

It was all going so very well. We had left our main winter campsite on Monday 9th
March and everything was quite normal. There were some stories about a flu outbreak in China, but that is all so very far away! Some of our friends that we were
camping with told us about a natural spa campsite less that an hour away where the
water temperature was a constant 36 degrees and so we booked in via the net and
spent the Monday until the following Friday enjoying the warm thermal baths and
lazy evening BBQs. Idyllic.
We left there on the morning of Friday 13th March (oh dear) and all was still totally
normal. By that evening we were camped at a camper stop site overlooking the
Mediterranean in a place called Callanegra. And that is when everything changed. All
over social media the jungle drums were beating from our fellow winter campers. Our
main winter site that we had left only on Monday had closed it's doors to new
arrivals. One of the sites on the south coast was asking all those on site to leave as
soon as possible because they wanted to close. There was lots more and it was all
very worrying. So we worried about it all evening and all night!
By the next morning we had decided to abandon spending the next few days drifting
up the coast to our final campsite and to drive there directly that day – if they would
let us in. It was impossible to get through to the site reception by telephone because
the line was permanently engaged. Pat and Geoff Baldwin were already at the site
and so we telephoned them. They made enquiries on our behalf and were told we
would be allowed onto the site that day but that things were changing rapidly and
they might have to close the next day. So we drove to Playa Tropicana Alcossebra
and they let us in!
We already knew that the bar and restaurant on site were closed as were those in
town. However, knowing the area, we would be able to enjoy long bike rides through
the orange groves that abound in the area and picnic on the long sandy beaches.
We would make the best of a bad job.
By the following day the Guardia Civil had visited the site reception and the
instructions were that no one was allowed to leave the site except for essential
shopping, visits to the pharmacy and to go to the bank. In addition there were to be

no social gatherings on the site. Campers were required to stay on their own pitches
except to use the shower blocks.
From Sunday to Thursday we sat it out on our pitch listening to more and more
rumours on social media. People had left a nearby campsite for a bike ride and been
fined 125 euros each. The border with France had been closed. All sailings on both
of the direct ferry lines from northern Spain to the UK had been cancelled. Special
attestation forms were required to be shown to a police officer if you were caught
driving in France etc. etc. etc.
By Thursday we had had enough and agreed with Pat and Geoff that we would travel
home together. Us to Dieppe for the ferry to Newhaven and them to Calais and the
tunnel. By this time the Camping and Caravanning Club had blocked it's phones with
a message that said they were aware of the situation and would contact each
camper direct by phone using date of original departure home as an order of priority.
They were as good as their word and on Thursday morning they rang Geoff and
arranged for a tunnel crossing for the following Monday. Geoff passed the phone to
me and we rebooked onto that Monday's Dieppe ferry. Easy!
The rumour about the attestation forms required in France persisted and they were
made available from camp site reception. Two people and four days driving, a total of
eight forms ready to be signed and handed over to the French police.
On Friday 20th March we left the site in a convoy of two not knowing what to expect.
We went straight on to the AP7 motorway that runs up the coast of Spain to the
French border. The road was eerily quiet. Only lorries and a few motorhomes and
caravans were to be seen. The overhead gantries read “Covid 19 – you are required
to stay at home” and “Thank you medical staff and transport workers” In Two
hundred and fifty miles to the border I doubt we saw thirty cars. This road is the main
Spanish Mediterranean holiday and transport route.
At the border there were no guards as is usual within the EU. At the first motorway
toll booths two friendly gendarmes asked us where we were going and then wished
us a safe journey home. The special forms were a waste of paper!
For the four days we travelled we stuck to motorways and spent our nights at the
service stations. This latter is not usually to be recommended for security reasons,
but these are unusual times. The French motorways were as deserted as the
Spanish ones.

All day each day social media was giving us new things to worry about. There were
no more ferries leaving from Dieppe. This one did worry us and so Sue went onto the
ferry companies web site and had a live chat. Our ferry was definitely sailing.
On Sunday we parted company with Pat and Geoff as they took the road to Calais
and we to Dieppe, where we arrived on Monday lunchtime. We had avoided all
contact during our four day drive but were aware that the supermarket shelves were
bare at home. So we stopped at Lidl in Dieppe and after some two meter social
distancing queuing Sue went into a shop where the shelves were full. She filled a
trolley!
After that, and holding our breath, we drove to the port and joined the queue for the
ferry that was already in. But things had changed. The company had greatly reduced
the number of passengers it would allow. There were no more than a total of twenty
five cars, motorhomes and caravans in the lines. They were the only ones allowed
on board along with a handful of lorries. On board all outlets were closed. No shop.
No bar. No restaurant. In addition large parts of the passenger areas were taped off
and even alternate seats were taped to stop people sitting together.
By contrast to all of the above the sea was calm and we had a smooth crossing. At
Newhaven there were no special checks although we were told to self quarantine for
two weeks. Yes please. Glad of the rest and some peace and quiet. So very glad to
be home safe, sound and well.
Sue and Laurie Bishop

